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Civil engineering structures are generally large in volume and scale, especially the most commonly used reinforced concrete
structures. ere are many defects such as micro-cracks and air bubbles inside, and the concrete is easy to crack under tension. e
short-gauge length (point) sensor will be a�ected by local damage and cannot accurately re�ect the overall working state of the
structure.  e long-gauge strain sensing technology can re�ect the average strain of the area to be measured when there are local
cracks in the structure to be measured and can also be fully deployed on the structure to form a distributed sensor network to
comprehensively monitor the entire structure.  erefore, long-gauge length sensing is more suitable for civil engineering
structure monitoring. is study mainly focuses on fuzzy systems and introduces a generalized probability decision process model
to describe the behavior of such fuzzy systems.  e maximum-likelihood scheduling and the minimum-likelihood scheduling are
discussed.  e corresponding model checking methods for probabilistic linear time properties are �nal reachability, always
reachability, persistent reachability, and repeated reachability, and the advantage of this method is that the veri�cation process of
their model checking is transformed into a fuzzy matrix.  e model checking problems of generalized likelihood-regular security
properties and generalized likelihood-correcting-regular properties are studied, respectively, and their model checking problems
are transformed into generalized likelihood linear time properties that are always possible.  e failure state of the beam and the
displacement of the beam bottom are obtained through the data of each unit sensor. e experimental results show that the sensor
can e�ectively capture the cracks.  e measured data of the sensor are relatively accurate.  e dynamic test performance of the
sensor is studied by the damage monitoring test of the vertical cantilever �at beam. After spectrum analysis, the sensor can
accurately obtain the participation coe�cient of each mode shape, the recognition result is close to that of the FBG sensor, the
frequency recognition error does not exceed 0.2%, and the long-gauge length strain mode of the structure can also be accurately
recognized. At the same time, the long-gauge strain mode obtained by the sensor monitoring can accurately locate the damage and
can quantitatively identify the damage more accurately.

1. Introduction

Engineering quality is the guarantee for the survival and
development of civil engineering enterprises.  e extensive
quality management model of civil engineering makes it
extremely di�cult for civil engineering enterprises to turn to
quality and bene�t-oriented intensive development.  e
application of information technology in the civil engi-
neering industry has become an important way to transform
the development mode and improve the quality of civil
engineering [1]. Logical equivalent technology is the key

technology of civil engineering informatization, creating
conditions for “data-based” quality management and big
data analysis. However, the research and application of
logical equivalent and big data technology integration in
quality management have just started, and the research on
application methods is still in a “blank.” Logic synthesis is a
complicated process, and reasonable constraints need to be
imposed on the design to produce good synthesis results.
After the synthesis is completed, it is necessary to check
whether the timing and various constraints are satis�ed
[2–5]. is study takes civil engineering quality management
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as the research object, innovatively applies logical equivalent
and big data technology to civil engineering quality man-
agement, and systematically studies the realization path and
application method of logical equivalence and big data in
quality management. We provide reference for civil engi-
neering quality management based on logical equivalence
and big data.

However, current researches on civil engineering net-
works based on complex networks are mostly limited to the
discussion of morphological complexity and structural
common features and lack quantitative indicators to de-
scribe the diversity, heterogeneity, and completeness of civil
engineering cross-connections from a structural perspective.
Entropy theory and fractal theory are representative
methods of complexity research [6–8]. Scholars have pro-
posed topological information entropy and several structural
fractal dimension measurement methods. However, the
current topological information entropy has the disadvan-
tages of inconsistent methods and models and can only
describe certain aspects of the network. Research on the
fractal characteristics of civil engineering network structures
is mostly limited to calculations. ,e box dimension, vol-
ume, and degree volume dimension of civil engineering
network are rarely studied, and the explanation of its geo-
logical mechanism needs to be in-depth. Existing map to-
pology information measurement indicators pay more
attention to the diversity of map symbol connectivity
methods or the closeness of connectivity and lack methods
to quantitatively describe the spatial pattern and structural
characteristics of map symbols, especially the compactness
and compactness of map symbol topology.,e paper defines
the compactness of map symbol topology and heterogeneous
information entropy, proposes its calculation method, and
applies them to part of the civil engineering network. ,e
results show that the method can describe the topology of
the civil engineering network more accurately [9–11].

,is article first takes the status quo of quality man-
agement as the breakthrough point, and through the analysis
of total quality management theory, logical equivalent
technology and big data theory expound the feasibility and
necessity of applying logical equivalent and big data tech-
nology in civil engineering quality management. We put
forward the realization path of logical equivalence and big
data in quality management, which provides ideas for civil
engineering quality management based on logical equiva-
lence and big data. ,rough systematic analysis of the whole
cycle of logically equivalent quality management data, a
framework for the big data analysis process of logically
equivalent quality management was designed. Under the
guidance of this framework, the structure of logically
equivalent quality management data, the extraction and
storage methods of logically equivalent quality management
data, and the quality text big data analysis method based on
text mining are proposed, thereby realizing logically
equivalent research on quality management big data analysis
methods and providing data support for total quality
management based on logical equivalence. Integrating
logical equivalent technology and big data analysis methods
into traditional quality management workflow and

information flow, a comprehensive quality management
process based on logical equivalence and big data has been
constructed. Guided by this process, the system analyzes the
integration, storage, sharing, and application methods of
logically equivalent quality information, as well as the
logically equivalent application points and implementation
steps in total quality management, and proposes a logically
equivalent-based approach in a big data environment.

2. Related Work

,ere have been a large number of researches on the char-
acteristics of civil engineering network structures based on
complex network theory. Qing et al. [12] used duality to
characterize the civil engineering network of the regional city,
revealing its small-world characteristics, selecting 6 urban
civil engineering networks with different geometric forms and
historical origins, and analyzing their complex network
structure characteristics. Clark and Watson [13] analyzed the
betweenness centrality of six domestic civil engineering
networks as examples and found that the betweenness cen-
trality values are distributed in a power law, and the be-
tweenness centrality values can effectively reflect the civil
engineering grade. Qi et al. [14] found that the homology and
heterogeneity of the civil engineering network were tested,
and it was found that homogeneity and heterogeneity coexist
in the network. ,ese empirical studies reveal the potential
structural characteristics of the civil engineering network, but
most studies are limited to the description of certain aspects of
the civil engineering network and lack a systematic de-
scription of the structural complexity of the civil engineering
network. In the research of complex networks, the network
structure entropy is used to describe the disorder and het-
erogeneity of the network, and it makes up for the short-
comings of the power law coefficients that are not easy to fit
accurately and have good versatility.

Map information entropy is an extension of entropy
theory in the field of cartography. It mainly describes the
amount of information contained in map symbols from the
perspectives of geometry, topology, and topics to evaluate its
complexity. Map topology information entropy can effec-
tively describe the complexity of the adjacency relationship
of map symbols, and it has great potential in the mea-
surement of the complexity of civil engineering network
structure. It has been initially used in civil engineering se-
lection and mapping synthesis [15–17]. However, the
existing measurement models of map topology information
entropy are not uniform, and the definitions are different,
and the description of the complexity of the civil engineering
network structure is still not accurate enough. ,e first issue
that should be considered in the synthesis of reversible logic
is the cascade of reversible logic gates, that is, the order in
which those reversible logic gates can be used to realize the
given reversible logic function; secondly, it is hoped that the
realization cost of the reversible network is as small as
possible to realize the reversible logic. Each technology of the
network requires a reasonable price; the input bit and output
bit must be equal in the process of reversible logic design, so
in many cases useless information bits will be added, which
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is also an important factor to be considered in reversible
logic synthesis. Yan et al. [18] used a variety of logical
equivalent software to deepen the design of the prestressed
steel structure and realized construction simulation and
dynamic monitoring. ,e Xsteel software was used in the
deepening design of the project and the construction pro-
cess, which demonstrated that the logical equivalent tech-
nology is in the large span. Special-shaped steel structure
design and construction have advantages in improving ef-
ficiency and sustainable development. Matheran et al. [19]
carried out the Sports Center Cycling Hall Grid Project, and
based on ProSteel software and using VB language for
secondary development, a system for the rapid genration of
spatial structure models was established.

Subsequently, scholars continue to propose new struc-
tural fractal dimension measurement methods. So far, small-
world characteristics, scale-freeness, and structural fractals
have been summarized as the three major characteristics of
complex networks. Scholars tested the fractal characteristics
and self-similarity of the civil engineering network structure
of the top 50 cities in the United States using the box
covering method and found that the civil engineering
network also has fractal characteristics in its structure.
However, compared with the research on the small world
and scale-free characteristics of civil engineering network,
the exploration of the fractal characteristics of civil engi-
neering network structure is only in its infancy. ,is is
mainly because structural fractals are not as intuitive and
easy to understand as small world and scale-free. It is more
abstract, and it is still difficult to explain its mechanism.
Although studies have shown that the emergence and
emergence of structural fractals are largely due to the mutual
exclusion of hub nodes [20–23], this explanation is still
partial to theory, and it is urgent to describe the fractal
characteristics of complex network structures in reality. ,e
researchers applied logical equivalent technology to pre-
fabricated houses, used Tekla to achieve deepening design,
collision detection, etc., and proposed the establishment of a
prefabricated apartment library and a prefabricated com-
ponent product library to standardize prefabricated civil
structures. ,ey conducted research on the storage, pro-
tection, and arrangement procedures of scaffolding engi-
neering and construction site components of prefabricated
civil construction.,ey believe that the application of logical
equivalent technology is of great help in solving the current
problems of prefabricated civil engineering. In the research,
they also used the unique advantages of logically equivalent
technologies such as collaborative design, 4D construction
simulation, and collision detection [24–26].

3. Logical Equivalent Model Space Architecture

3.1. Logical Level Distribution. ,e core of logical equivalent
technology is information, which uses software as a carrier to
realize model construction, model application, and informa-
tion management. ,e ultimate goal is to realize civil engi-
neering informatization. According to the connotation of
logical equivalence, a complete information model should be
able to integrate engineering data and business data at different

stages of the entire life cycle, dynamically realize the creation,
management, and sharing of information, and always maintain
the consistency and completeness of information.

Logical equivalent technology changes the way of in-
formation sharing and improves management efficiency
with its own characteristics as follows. In different stages of
the life cycle of civil engineering, the information remains
consistent. ,e same information only needs to be created
once, and it can automatically evolve on its basis. ,e model
objects are modified and expanded in different stages
without recreation, which reduces the errors of inconsistent
information.

M[t|(c, t)⟶ (1, 1)] � f(u + mt) + Z(t), t � 0, 1, 2, . . . , n.

(1)

Agglomeration coefficient and characteristic path length
are the two main indicators to determine whether a network
has small-world characteristics. If the network has both a
larger agglomeration coefficient and a smaller characteristic
path length, then the network is a small-world network.
Degree distribution, characteristic path length, and clustering
coefficient are the three most basic concepts in the statistical
characteristics of complex network structures. Hierarchy is a
common law and phenomenon in the objective world, and it
is one of the basic organizational forms widely existing in
various complex systems in nature and human society.

(u + mt) + 
t

i�1
(Y + u − mt)i −  mt � 0. (2)

,e hierarchy in the civil engineering network is a hi-
erarchical structure artificially organized or automatically
emerging according to the function or importance of the
civil engineering. Streets at the same level have similar
properties and relatively close connections, while streets at
different levels are progressively progressive in terms of
features and functions. Hierarchical structure is not pos-
sessed by random network and regular network. It pro-
foundly affects the distribution of traffic flow of the network
and causes the difference in network complexity.


t

i�1
Yi

t

i�1
Xi

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
 u + mt

 u − mt

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ −
1 0

0 1
  � 0. (3)

,e nodes are connected to each other to form a net-
work. ,eir connection relationship directly affects the
complexity of the network structure. ,e complexity of the
connection relationship can be reflected by the diversity and
difference in the connection methods. In the network, the
connection relationship of nodes largely determines the
network structure and the properties emerging from the
structure. In a regular network, the connection relationship
of nodes is very single, and by reconnecting edges with a
certain probability on the basis of the regular network, the
connection relationship of nodes has changed from single to
rich, and the network structure has also changed from
simple rules to complex and diverse.
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3.2. Equivalent Data Indicators. Civil engineering quality
management is a coordinated activity of command and
control organization in terms of quality, to economically and
efficiently construct civil engineering of qualified quality that
meets design requirements and standards and user needs.
Quality management is to implement and realize all activ-
ities of all quality management functions by determining and
establishing quality policies, quality objectives, and re-
sponsibilities and in the quality management system
through quality planning, quality control, quality assurance,
and quality improvement.

∀t ∈ (t, t − 1, t + 1|t>x),∃ lim
x⟶∞



t

i�1
Xi + Y + cov(x, y)  − 1 � 0.

(4)

,e compactness of the topology and the heterogeneity
of the topology comprehensively consider the pattern and
structural characteristics of the nodes in the network. By
comparing the importance of each node in the network
(through the degree value) and the difference between a
node and its neighbors in terms of adjacency, the spatial
adjacency information of nodes at the global and local levels
is revealed. After extracting the feature description pa-
rameters of the topological structure in Table 1, the im-
proved information entropy calculation model is used to
define the information entropy of the entire network.

From the design flow point of view, starting from the
RTL code and the initial UPF, RTL describes the logic
function of the design, and UPF describes the power con-
sumption intent of the design. RTL and UPF exist in dif-
ferent files, so that it is easy to adjust RTL and UPF. Read in
the RTL code and the initial UPF, and comprehensively
complete the output of the door-level netlist and the UPF’
corresponding to the integrated door-level netlist. ,e newly
generated UPF’ contains the information of the original UPF
and also explains the power connections of the special units
inserted during synthesis (such as isolation units and level
conversion units).

BZ(t) − Z(t + σw(t))dt dw − BZ(t) − Z(w)dt dw � 0.

(5)

Based on logically equivalent civil engineering design,
the objects facing are not unrelated points, lines, and sur-
faces, but civil components that contain rich attribute in-
formation and have bidirectional relationships, such as
columns, beams, walls, slabs, and doors. Each component
object inherits the attributes of its own class, expressed and
calculated by parameters and parameter values. Component
entity objects include geometric attributes such as length,
width, and height that describe their own characteristics;
physical structure attributes such as material; basic data such
as functional attributes; and extended attributes such as
technical parameters, cost data, schedule data, construction
information, and maintenance information. In the entire life
cycle of a civil engineering project, it is only necessary to
continuously update and improve the parameter informa-
tion of the building information model.

3.3. ModelWeight Iteration. Each link of the PDCA cycle in
civil engineering quality management, the setting of quality
control points, the quality management of inspection
batches, subitem projects, unit projects, individual projects,
and the completion and acceptance of the entire project all
require accurate and reliable information and data for
support. In the existing quality management, most of the
information is archived on paper, or stored separately in the
enterprise management information system of each par-
ticipant, and the integrated sharing of information cannot be
realized. ,ere “information gaps” and “information is-
lands” make it difficult to communicate between the par-
ticipants and reduce the predictability and controllability of
the quality of civil engineering by the participants.

Z[t + σw(t)] �
���������
t
2

+ t + w
2


, t>w

Z[t − σw(t)] �
�
t

√
, t≤w

.
⎧⎨

⎩ (6)

Static timing analysis tools (such as PrimeTtme) and
power analysis tools (such as PrimeTime PX) can read gate-
level netlists and UPFs after synthesis or physical imple-
mentation to perform timing analysis and power analysis for
low-power designs. PrimeTtme uses the information con-
tained in UF to construct a virtual power supply network
model and back-marks the voltage to the power supply pins
of each gate-level netlist instance. ,rough corresponding
constraints during synthesis, the synchronization circuit in
Figure 1 meets the requirements of setup time and hold time.

Logical equivalent technology provides a platform for
information integration with a powerful back-end storage
system, including data layer, model layer, and information
application layer. ,e process of constructing logically
equivalent models defines basic data such as geometric
properties, physical structure properties, and functional
properties of components to form a 3D model. With the
progress of the project and the in-depth application of the
3D model, the extended information in the model is con-
tinuously enriched and improved. ,e information in the
design phase, construction preparation phase, construction
phase, completion phase, and operation and maintenance
phase is continuously integrated on the basis of the 3D
model to ensure the continuity and consistency of the in-
formation in each phase and finally form the information of
the project product and business process.

3.4. Spatial Factor Recursion. In the current quality man-
agement process, the formal communication between the
parties is usually carried out in the form of emails, contact

Table 1: Network topology information.

Network
calculation

Network
adjacency

Network
information

UPF 1 60.56 43.70 10.94
UPF 2 46.24 11.77 48.93
UPF 3 52.65 32.08 42.91
UPF 4 2.26 48.34 62.10
UPF 5 76.90 39.40 9.74
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sheets, meetings, etc. Although it can solve communication
problems, it is often manifested as a “point-to-point”
communication mode, which is prone to untimely com-
munication. ,e phenomenon of information asymmetry
and information islands of all parties seriously affects the
efficiency of quality management. ,ere is a lack of a unified
“point-to-face” information platform between all parties to
improve work efficiency.

zf(t − σw(t))

f(t)
+

zf(t + σw(t))

f(t)
� 1, for t, w⟶ 0, 0{ }.

(7)

,e R node can be used as both a premise and a con-
clusion, so we know that the model structure of the gen-
erative rule is an irregular directed graph structure. ,e
specific irregularity is manifested as follows: in the topo-
logical graph of production rules, not only the nodes are
related, but also there are certain connections within the
nodes. ,e relationship is actually the rule. ,e relationship
between conditions and entities is that they belong to the
same rule and have the same parent node. and the internal
connection relationship of the node represents the rela-
tionship between the premise and the premise in a rule.
,ere are many differences between these two relationships.
,erefore, the production rule is an irregular data structure.

Because the quality planning and assurance work in
Table 2 are not sufficient, the quality of quality control
entities is prone to uneven quality. Information in the entire
quality management process cannot be effectively inte-
grated, making quality improvement work without a data
basis, forming a vicious circle. ,e quality management
based on logical equivalent technology realizes the collection
and storage of information through its front-end collection

equipment and back-end database, creating conditions for
the formation of logically equivalent big data. Logical
equivalent big data provide a reference for quality planning
of similar projects and can simulate the planning scheme to
ensure that the planning scheme is economically feasible;
through the information collection equipment, the process
can be tracked in real time and the project dynamics can be
controlled in real time.

With the help of any of the 16 main roads in Figure 2, the
horizontal roads can easily reach each other. In the same way,
vertical roadmarkings can easily reach each other bymeans of
horizontal road markings. Although the grid-like civil en-
gineering network is not as dense as the sample civil engi-
neering network, with the help of two circular civil
engineering projects, any two roads can reach each other
through a small number of transfers. ,e lowest compactness
is the sample civil engineering network of Gavle City, which is
on the road network delineated on the outer ring road.

,e proposed topological information entropy calcula-
tion method only measures the uniformity of the road
demarcation value distribution in each civil engineering
network from the perspective of probability and does not
consider the degree value, that is, the compactness of the
topology and the difference in the degree value of the
connected roads. ,erefore, the complexity of the topology
of the sample road network is not well described.

 f(t − σw(t)) + . . . + f(t + σw(t))

 f(t)f(σw(t)) �
1
2
, if t + 1 ∈ R{ }.

(8)

,e security rule system is an expandable database, so
inputting security rules in a uniform format is the basis for
the establishment of the database. When applying safety
rules to natural language specifications that have been
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Figure 1: Topology of civil structure model layer.
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processed through knowledge engineering, first the acci-
dent subject of the safety accident is determined, and safety
rules are applied to conduct rule inspections within the
scope of the identified accident subject. ,erefore, the first
node K11 is the subject of the accident. By searching the
specification results of the first node K11, safety infor-
mation based on attributes, parameters, safety measures,
etc., is searched and the Ck conclusion node at the end of
the search data is extracted, and processing measures and
other information in the clauses can be used for safety
inspection.

4. Construction of a Civil Engineering
Complexity Structure Measurement Model
Based on Logical Equivalence

4.1. Civil Engineering Quality Management. ,e quality of
civil engineering products refers to the use value of the
product, that is, the natural attributes of the product that can
meet the needs of the country and the people, such as

applicability, safety (reliability), durability, aesthetics,
economy, and environmental coordination. ,e operation
quality of the quality management system can be reflected by
its operational effectiveness. ,e effectiveness of the quality
management system operation can be summarized as
comprehensive implementation, behavior in place, timely
management, moderate control, effective identification, and
advancing with the times. It is the enterprise’s purpose to
achieve project quality. ,e efficiency and level of man-
agement, organization, and technical work are up to
standard.

〈

[1 + q(t)]

F(q, t)
⟶ f[(q, t), (q, t − 1)]

F(q, t)

F(q − 1, t)
⟶ 1

(9)

,e volume structure fractal dimension value of all
twelve sample civil engineering network data is less than the

Table 2: Standard civil engineering data structure.

Standard conditions Structure quality Structure entities Structure assurance

Logical order 1 [800, 1200] 0 2.30 2.44
[800, 1200] 1 1.77 1.87

Logical order 2 [800, 1200] 0 1.24 1.30
[1000, 2100] 1 0.71 0.73

Logical order 3 [800, 1200] 0 0.18 0.16
[1000, 2100] 1 0.35 0.41

Logical order 4 [800, 1200] 0 0.88 0.98
[1000, 2100] 1 1.41 1.55
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Figure 2: Process information distribution of civil construction structure.
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degree volume structure fractal dimension value. ,is is
because, in the dual graph of civil engineering network based
on road planning, the heterogeneity of the network nodes is
very strong, and the degree value mostly obeys the power law
distribution. In addition, civil engineering networks have
“hubs” serving local structures at different scales, so that
there is a certain degree of heterogeneity between the global
and local node degree values. ,erefore, as the measurement
radius increases, the speed at which the average number of
nodes that can be reached by any node increases will be
lower than the speed at which the node degree value that can
be reached in Table 3 increases.

By analyzing and comparing the above knowledge
representation methods, we can divide them into two cat-
egories. ,e first type is knowledge modeling and expression
methods based on artificial intelligence (AI) technology.,is
type of method focuses more on knowledge reasoning,
which is based on production rules. Knowledge represen-
tation, Bayesian network knowledge representation, logic-
based knowledge representation, and neural network
knowledge representation are more representative knowl-
edge representation methods. ,e second category is a
knowledge modeling method based on semantic Web
technology.

Among them, knowledge representation based on
semanticWeb and ontology based on framework and object-
oriented knowledge representation methods are more typ-
ical methods. Among the above two types of knowledge
representation methods, the knowledge representation
method based on AI technology is more inclined to the
logical relationship between knowledge and structure, and
the knowledge represented can be derived through logical
reasoning. ,e description of knowledge is convenient for
knowledge classification and later query and retrieval.

,e reference design and implementation design shown
in Figure 3 are two designs that use formality to check
whether they are equivalent.,e reference design is used as a
standard for comparison. It should be a functionally correct
design, and a form of design at a certain stage before the
design is realized.,e implementation design is the changed
design, and it is the design that needs to be verified whether
it is equivalent to the previous design. For example, the
general design after synthesis is the realization design, and
the reference design is the RTL design.

4.2. Complexity Quantification Post-Processing. ,e com-
plexity quantification framework provides the possibility
for the rapid development of IFC-based applications to
support the complex business processes of the civil engi-
neering industry. During the development process, soft-
ware developers only need to add the binary files of IFC
Java Toolbox to the path of the software project to realize
the integration of Toolbox and the software and then
achieve full access to the logical equivalent model based on
IFC. If you bind Toolbox in the initial stage of logical
equivalent model creation, you can also read, write, modify,
and create a Java-based IFC model. We use IFC Java
Toolbox to achieve complete access to the IFC-based logical

equivalent model, as well as to read, write, modify, and
create IFC files, mainly through the following modules of
IFC Java Toolbox.

lim
x⟶∞

δ[q(t, x)] − lim
x⟶∞

[1 + q(x, t)]h �
q(x, t) − 1, q> x

1, q≤ x


(10)

When the pedestrian updates the position, he will select
the target grid point at the next moment according to the
probability in the preference matrix. If the target grid is
empty, and no other pedestrians move to this grid, the move
is executed. If the target grid point is occupied, the pe-
destrian stands still. If multiple pedestrians choose the same
target grid point, there will be a position conflict, you need to
calculate the probability of moving to the target grid point,
and the pedestrian with a higher relative probability in
Table 4 occupies the target grid point.

In order for formality to perform complete verification,
all comparison points should be verifiable. ,ere must be a
one-to-one correspondence between the reference design
and the implementation design. However, in some cases, it is
not necessary to achieve complete comparison when veri-
fying consistency. For example, the implementation design
has additional output ports, or the implementation logic or
reference logic has additional nodes. ,e initial comparison

Table 3: Description of node degree value.

Node
number Description of node Degree cases

1 Local structures Set_input_delay 3
2 Measurement radius Set_input_delay 4

3 Certain degree of
heterogeneity Set_input_delay 5

4 Logical relationship Get_ports IN 2
5 Production rules Get_ports IN 3
6 ,e node degree value Get_ports IN 4
7 Expression methods Make_counts fn 2
8 Knowledge representation Make_counts fn 3
9 Alter relationship Make_counts fn 4
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Figure 3: Complexity structure measurement distribution.
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point match will be matched according to the design object
name, if the design object name is different. ,e phase of a
node may be inverted, and this change will be recorded in
the automatic setting file. When the automatic setting file is
read in formality, the tool can recognize the phase reversal
during the matching and verification of the comparison
points. ,e SVF file is helpful for successful verification, but
it can also be verified when there is no SVF file.

∯δ(q(t, x))xδ(q(t − 1, x))xδ(q(t, x − 1))dx dt −

������

x
2

+ t
2



� 0.

(11)

To better simulate the aggregation phenomenon, the
“background field” can be divided into two types: static field
and dynamic field. Among them, the static field S is only
related to the pedestrian’s movement environment and has
nothing to do with the evolution time of the system and the
pedestrian’s movement state. ,e size of the distance be-
tween each cell and the exit is used to indicate the size of the
static field S value, the larger S is, the closer the cell is to the
exit. We expand on the Burstedde cellular automata model,
adopt the calculation method of “static field” in model,
introduce local density, consider the dynamic changes in

pedestrian local density in surrounding areas, and establish a
kind of consideration localization.

Numerical simulation studies the evacuation process in
single and multiple exits, as well as the dynamic behavior of
high-density crowds in turning and circular passages. ,e
results show that the new model can well reproduce the
macroscopic phenomena of group movement, arching,
following, and stop-and-go during pedestrian movement in
different scenes.

4.3. Structural Level Measurement. Traditional data mining
is aimed at structured data, that is, a predefined data model,
which is described based on the IFC standard, can be stored
in a relational database through exchange or analysis, and
can be logically expressed in a two-dimensional table
structure. Models are classified as structured data. However,
data are not all structured.With the development of network
technology, organizations are full of unstructured data such
as text documents, Web pages, and emails. According to
statistics, 80% of an organization’s information is stored in
the form of text, which is the most common form of
information.

s.t.g(x) ∪g(t) � ∅, g(min .(t − 1, x), min .(x), min .(t), min .(x − t))
t,x⟶ 1,1

−
δ(q(t, x − 1))

δ(q(t))
� 0. (12)

Compared with structured data, unstructured data are
data that are inconvenient to use the two-dimensional
table structure of the database for logical expression.
Generally, it is text data, pictures, audio, video, etc., de-
scribed by unstructured natural language. ,e content
cannot be directly parsed by a computer, and it will be
difficult to store and retrieve it in the database. Regarding
the storage of unstructured data in the database, the

general approach is to create a data table that contains
three fields: number, content keyword, and content
summary. ,e content can be referenced through the
number field, and its retrieval can be achieved through
content keywords. Semi-structured data are between
structured data and unstructured data. ,e structure and
content of the data are integrated, and there is no obvious
distinction.

Table 4: Grid moving algorithm of civil engineering target.

Steps Algorithm tables Code texts
1 ,e pedestrian updates dm Public static void main(String[] args)
2 Target grid is empty δ(q(t)) Int abccount� 0;
3 A higher relative probability in q(t) Int spacecount� 0;
4 ,e same target grid f(σ) + f(h) Int numcount� 0;
5 Pedestrian stands σq(t) some Ylabel(‘Amplitude’);
6 A position conflict Mq(t) Title(‘Output due to weighted input’);
7 Implementation design hq(t) Subplot(3, 1, 2)
8 ,e static field S is dMq(t) Stem(n, yt);
9 A correspondence between f(h, t) Ylabel(‘Amplitude’);
10 ,e hq(t)dt move is executed Title(‘Weighted output: a \cdot y_{1}[n] ‘);
11 During the matching and verification Subplot(3, 1, 3)
12 Complete verification σq(t) Stem(n, d);
13 In some dW(t) cases Xlabel(‘Time index n’); ylabel(‘Amplitude’);
14 Achieve complete q(t − 1) comparison Title(‘Difference signal’);
15 ,is f(σ) change will be recorded System.out.println(abccount);
16 Setting hq(t − 1) file is read System.out.println(spacecount);
17 Initial comparison dMq(t) − dm A \cdot x_{1}[n] + b \cdot x_{2}[n]’);
18 All comparison −σq(t) points System.out.println(othercount);
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,e object-oriented knowledge representation method
mainly expresses knowledge through objects, classes, in-
heritance, encapsulation, interfaces, messages, and methods.
,is method believes that the most basic condition of
knowledge is the object, and the object can decompose any
form of knowledge. ,rough data abstraction and infor-
mation shielding, the method in Figure 4 can not only
deduct knowledge from general to special but also generalize
knowledge from special to general.

,e signal is divided into many small time intervals, and
each time interval is analyzed by a Fourier transform to
determine the frequencies that occur within the corre-
sponding time interval. Equivalent verification requires
related preparation steps and the support of library units,
such as library files for standard cell libraries, level con-
version units, and isolation units. When running For-
mMido, you need to read in all the relevant logic library files.
,e library files should contain the definitions of the cor-
responding logic functions, power pins, and power shut-
down functions. Before reading the reference design and
implementing the design, you should read the SVF file
generated by Compilef. ,e SVF file contains information
such as design optimization and rename during synthesis,
which can improve the verification performance and make
the verification successful.

5. Application andAnalysis of Civil Engineering
Complexity Structure Measurement Model
Based on Logical Equivalence

5.1. Logical Equivalent Data Preprocessing. ,e experiment
divides the constructed logical equivalent rule knowledge
base into eight “tables” to store data, which are the main
table, the secondary main table, the direct parameter table,
the indirect parameter table, the basis specification table, the
accident type table, the handling measure table, and the risk
level table has a certain logical relationship between the table
and the database. When we extract the main and sub-
subjects in the database, their corresponding direct and
indirect parameters are also extracted at the same time and
are calculated by comparing the parameters. We can judge
whether the main body (or sub-subject) is a source of
danger. Once it is proved to be a source of danger, the
follow-up norms, accident types, and handling measures will
be output in this logical order.

〈

������
a
2

− b
2



������
a
2

+ b
2

 |
a
2

+ b
2

a
2

− b
2 〉 −〈

δ[q(a, b)]

a − b
|

a + b

δ[q(a, b)]
〉 � 0. (13)

As the scope of the sample data shrinks, the scale of the
civil engineering network also becomes smaller. Generally, it
is easier to find high-level transportation hubs or core nodes
in large scale or large-scale civil engineering networks, and
some sub-hubs or centers are also locally arranged. As part of
the large-scale civil engineering network data, the core node
level in the medium-scale civil engineering network is slightly
lower, the number of secondary central nodes is limited, and
the connectivity value will not be particularly high.

In other words, the heterogeneity of nodes in the large-
scale civil engineering network is higher (i.e., the difference
in the connectivity value of the road in the civil engineering
network is greater), the middle-scale is second, and the
small-scale road network has the lowest degree of hetero-
geneity. From the basic principle and implementation
process of the box covering method, it can be seen that the
higher the degree of heterogeneity of the network, the faster
the network convergence may be. In other words, as the box
size increases, for networks with high heterogeneity, the
minimum number of boxes required by the overlay network
of Figure 5 decreases faster, and thus, the fractal dimension
of the box overlay structure becomes higher.

,e first is the acquisition of target knowledge. For the
knowledge that this research needs to acquire, that is, the
current construction safety regulations, the norms are ex-
plicit knowledge expressed through text, images, and
symbols, so the method of acquisition is relatively simple.
,e second step is knowledge expression, that is, to trans-
form the acquired knowledge and store the knowledge in the
established knowledge base using computer language. ,e
third step is the application of knowledge; that is, knowledge
is extracted from the established knowledge base, and the
problems encountered are solved through the extracted
knowledge. ,e totality of these spectra represents how the
spectrum changes over time.

In fact, in this process, the computer plays the role of an
expert to solve practical problems. Using the knowledge en-
gineering method, we translate the current construction safety
specifications extracted above into language and translate them
into a knowledge representation form that can be read by a
computer to build a knowledge base of current construction
safety specifications for subsequent rule inspections.

m + δ[q(t)] + q(t)h≥ 0

m + q(t)h ≥ 0

δ[q(t)] + q(t)h < 0

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(14)
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Figure 4: Distribution of the level measurement of the civil
structure.
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Each component has its own unique identification ID,
namely Element ID. Element ID exists as a condition item in
the “.csv” file when operating Revit in Dynamo. Geometric
dimensions, elevation parameters, and other information,
among which information such as component names,
geometric dimensions, elevation parameters, etc., is used for
rule inspection in the safety rule knowledge base, and El-
ement ID also outputs as the condition value regardless of
“.csv.” In the file or in the logical equivalent model, it is
always with the component information.

,erefore, Element ID can be used as a bridge between
the security rule check result and the visual rule check
platform.,e selected rule check platform needs to meet the
requirements of being able to link to an external database.
We import the original logical equivalent model into the
visual rule check platform and at the same time link the
platform to the security rule knowledge base that has
completed the rule check, so that the knowledge base with
Element ID information and specific rule check results can
be matched to the import through Element ID matching on
the concrete logically equivalent model components in the
platform.

5.2. Simulation of Structural Measurement of Civil Engi-
neering Complexity. In the simulation process, compared
with the frame structure system, the shear wall structure
system is a medium rigid structure, and the lateral dis-
placement of the house under the action of horizontal load is
significantly reduced; compared with the shear wall struc-
ture system, the frame is very small. ,e plan layout of the
shear wall structure system is free and flexible. When adding
a load, you can use the 3D analysis view or the analysis view
of each layer. In the analysis view, you can easily select the
components to be loaded. Before structural analysis, load
information can be counted in the schedule. If you need to

modify the load value at this time, you only need to modify it
in the schedule, and the system will automatically reflect this
modification to the model instead of in the model. ,is
makes the entire design process simple and efficient, while
saving engineers more time and focusing on design.

zq(t)h zq(t − 1)h

zq(t)zh
∗

zq(t)zh

zq(t)zh zq(t − 1)zh
� 1. (15)

,e internal space can be divided into aisle area and
seating area, but different layouts have different numbers of
horizontal and vertical aisles. In this study, the movie hall is
divided into two-dimensional grids of W× L, and the exit
widths of the movie hall are all equal, where the shape
represents the number of grids in the width direction, and L
represents the number of grids in the length direction. Each
grid takes 0.4m× 0.4m to represent the area occupied by a
single pedestrian, and each grid is either occupied by pe-
destrians or empty. Among the twelve sample data, the box-
covered structure fractal dimension value of nine sample
data is close to the degree volume structure fractal di-
mension value, while the volume structure fractal dimension
value is significantly smaller than 2. Suppose x is an
M-dimensional parameter vector, and its density p(x) is the
prior probability density.

,is is determined by the definition of structural fractal
dimension. As mentioned above, the fractal dimension of
volume structure does not consider the difference in nodes,
and the fractal dimension of volume structure is equivalent
to giving each node a weight, which is the degree value of the
node. Since the civil engineering network is a scale-free
network, this weight may be very large, as high as hundreds
or even thousands, which directly affects the calculation
results of the fractal dimension of the volumetric structure in
Figure 6.

,e civil engineering project is a multidiscipline complex
with wide professional coverage and many subjects of work.
,erefore, simply relying on the main body table sometimes
cannot correspond to the specific information and location,
such as the hole in the main body, the form that exists in the
civil engineering can be divided into vertical openings and
non-vertical openings; the scaffolding in the main body can
be divided into portal scaffolding, bowl-buckle steel pipe
scaffolding, bamboo scaffolding, etc.We regard this different
existence form of the same main body as the main body.,e
sub-subject is the specific manifestation of the subject, so the
sub-subject table is designed in the knowledge base to reflect
the specific existence form of the main body.

∇f(x, t)

f(x, h)
+
∇f(x, t)

f(x − 1, h − 1)
+
∇f(x, t)

f(x + 1, h + 1)
� 0. (16)

In the box covering method, although the heterogeneity
of nodes is considered in the box covering, that is, the
difference in node degree value, and the difference only
affects the number of nodes contained in the box and does
not affect the minimum number of boxes required by the
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Figure 5: ,ree-dimensional distribution of logically equivalent
data.
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overlay network. In other words, the difference in the box
itself is not directly mapped to the calculation process of the
box covering method.,e degree of connectivity diversity of
the civil engineering network is different, and the degree of
influence of the node heterogeneity on the fractal dimension
of the corresponding structure is also different.

if〈
x> 0

m> 0
,∲

f(x, t) + g(x, t)

f(m, n)
dx dt ⇄

x,t⟶ m,n
∲

f(x, t) − g(x, t)

g(m, n)
dx dt.

(17)

,e results of the fractal dimension measurement of the
three structures in different regions are very similar. Among
them, the value ranges of the box covering structure fractal
dimension, the area structure fractal dimension, and the
volume structure fractal dimension of the measured twelve
data are as follows: [3.0987, 4.7685], [3.1460, 4.3539], and
[3.9573, 5.2727]. ,e mean values are 3.9464, 3.7410, and
4.5958, respectively. ,ese results show that the topological
fractal dimension of civil engineering network is greater
than its geometric fractal dimension. As we all know, the
geometric fractal dimension of civil engineering network is
between 1 and 2, and the topological fractal dimension is all
above 3. ,is is consistent with the definition of fractal
dimension. ,e geometric fractal dimension describes the
two-dimensional space filling capacity of geographic objects,
while the topological structure can exceed the limit of the
geometric space and fill the high-dimensional space
arbitrarily.

5.3. Case Application and Analysis. After the calculation of
the civil engineering model is completed, the calculation
results can be analyzed to adjust the cross section or
structural layout of the unreasonable components. After
multiple calculations, the modified structural model data can
be fed back to the Revit model to obtain a reasonable and
effective model. After entering the load transfer interface, we
can check the basic structure analysis model settings such as
the geometry, constraints, load conditions and combina-
tions, and loads of the structure. You can choose to display
the load settings under different load conditions layer by
layer or as a whole to avoid serious errors when imported
into the structural analysis software.

〈
dM

q
(t) − d[m + δ(q(t))]dt � M

q
(t) + M

q
(t − 1)

dM
q
(t) + d[m + δ(q(t))]dt � M

q
(t) − M

q
(t − 1)

(18)

After the rule is executed, the result of the rule check is
output. According to the check result, it can be judged
whether the logically equivalent component meets the safety
standard. If the logically equivalent component meets the
safety standard, the above rule matching and rule execution
will be performed on the next component of the “.csv” file.
,rough a sensor, an IV dimensional observation vector Z is
generated. ,e task of parameter estimation is to use z to
restore the original parameter vector x.

If the result of the rule inspection judges that the logically
equivalent component does not meet the safety standard, the
safety inspection report will be output in the safety rule
knowledge base, and the report content will include
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Figure 6: Fractal comparison of volume structure of civil engineering.
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“accident type,” “safety specification,” “processing mea-
sures,” and “risk level” items, which are embedded in the

content of the condition result table of the safety rule
knowledge base.

hq(t) σq(t) 0

−σq(t) hq(t − 1) σq(t)

0 −σq(t) hq(t + 1)





�

hq(t) 1 0

−1 hq(t − 1) 1

0 −1 hq(t + 1)





∗

h σ 0

−σ h σ

0 −σ h





. (19)

,e rule check for direct parameters is relatively simple.
It is judged whether the logically equivalent components
meet the safety standards by comparing the explicit pa-
rameter information such as the geometric size and elevation
of the accident subject to the “direct parameter table” in the
safety rule knowledge base; for the rules for indirect pa-
rameters check, we first extract the calculation condition
values of indirect parameters from the “.csv” file, such as the
length and fineness of the template support column, and
calculate whether the slenderness ratio of the support col-
umn is safe through the calculation formula embedded in
the “indirect parameter table” rules.

We import the “.csv” file into the structured security rule
knowledge base in Figure 7. ,e first step is to match the
rules of the knowledge base. ,e matching condition is the
“component name” in the “.csv” file, and the matching scope
is the security rule knowledge base. For example, if the
component name is “dongkou,” it matches the subject whose
subjectID is “4” in the main body table of the knowledge
base; the component name is “wood scaffolding,” which
matches the sub-subject “Wood” whose subjectID is “10” in
the sub-subject table of the knowledge base. ,e “scaffold”
topic with the topic ID of “7” in the topic table is associated
to complete the identification of the accident topic. ,e
second stage of rule matching is to obtain the attribute
parameter information of the “.csv” file.

,is can be done by estimating the function. In addition,
the conditional probability density p(zI, x) gives the rela-
tionship between the parameter vector and the observation
vector. At this stage, the security rule knowledge base will
identify the parameter information as a “direct parameter”

or “indirect parameter condition value” according to the
parameter structure, that is, extract and identify the subject
of the accident after the parameter information and classify
it into parameters for parameter verification.

6. Conclusion

In this study, the civil engineering structure model is sent to
different structural analysis software packages, and the
model complexity of different analysis software is compared
and analyzed. In particular, the use of analysis software,
which is closely integrated with the Revit structural core
modeling software, is detailed. At the same time, the ap-
plication of logical equivalent technology assists and opti-
mizes quality management work, and it promotes the
informatization and standardization of quality management
and improves quality management efficiency. By analyzing
the structural fractal characteristics of different forms, dif-
ferent scales, and multiscale civil engineering networks, and
calculating the fractal dimensions of the box covering
structure, the volume, and the volume structure fractal
dimensions, the comparative analysis of the fractal di-
mension values obtained show that the civil engineering
network is typical structural fractal body. ,e fractal di-
mension of the box covering structure decreases as the scale
decreases, and the volume fractal dimension is closely re-
lated to the compactness and heterogeneity of the network.
,e paper further confirms that morphology affects struc-
ture. ,e shape of the civil engineering network affects the
integrity, heterogeneity, accessibility, and compactness of
the civil engineering network structure. ,e three fractal
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dimensions of the structure jointly describe this influence
from different angles. Finally, the application of big data
analysis to realize the value mining of logically equivalent
quality management big data will help solidify the quality
management experience and training of civil engineering
and improve the quality.
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